
UCF Student Government
CRT Committee Meeting

Charge On Chambers
6/01/2022

4:00 PM

MEETING AGENDA

1. Call to Order:  4:00

2. Roll Call & Verification of Quorum: 7/6

Name Email Initial Final

Chair Borges sga_crt@ucf.edu P P

Vice-Chair Patel sga_med2@ucf.edu P P

Senator Becerra sgachps2@ucf.edu P P

Senator Hurrell sgacreol1@ucf.edu P P

Senator Potier sga_cah4@ucf.edu P P

Senator Richard sga_ba7@ucf.edu P P

ORS Representative sgaors@ucf.edu V V

Pro Tempore Representative sga_pro@ucf.edu P P

3. Approval of the Minutes: 5/25/22 CRT Meeting Agenda; approved by gc

4. Approval of the Agenda: approved by gc

5. Announcements from the Chair

a. Hey guys, another week another round of allocations and international food! We will
be seeing 5 allocations in old business, and 4 allocations in new business. This is
one of our lighter meetings so it shouldn’t take very long. For anyone who was not
here last week when we played CRT Jeopardy to learn more about fiscal policy, I
will be playing it with Senator Hurrell after this meeting and everyone on this
committee is welcome. Like every meeting, if you have any questions please ask
me them. If you are confused, please ask me for clarification, if you have anything at
all no matter how small - ask me! Please do not turn to other Senators on the
committee when you have a question as that is distracting and unprofessional - I will
always try to answer any questions you have to the best of my ability. As a
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reminder, the document of questions to ask is in the CRT Drive, but I have linked it
again here for everyone’s convenience.

b. Richard: update on 54-046?
c. Chair: talked to jerry, comfortable with going through
d. Hurrell: where are the biscuits from?
e. Chair: from publix, international, specifically israel

6. Announcements from the Vice-Chair

a. I encourage you all to stay throughout the entire meeting, if I mistype anything feel
free to correct me

7. Announcements from Committee Members

a. Deputy Pro Tempore of Legislative Affairs Wangen:
i. Hosted the first New Senate Orientation Monday, the last one will be today!
ii. Your RSO Emails are due this Thursday, June 2nd at 5 pm please make

sure you get this done or you will be held in non-compliance. Use this RSO
Email Template as a guide to send your emails and you can review your
assignments on this spreadsheet 54th Session RSO Distribution. You must
CC both PT Ciresi and DSR Foster as proof of completion, if you have
already sent them out you can forward them instead.

iii. Committee Chairs, please ensure when you’re sending information out to
your committee members that everyone from the PT’s Office is included,
especially the Pro-Temp.

iv. All Legislation is due to DLeg Wangen and PT Ciresi by 5 pm Wednesday.
There must be a notification made in advance if it will be late or it will not be
accepted.

v. Please read over last night’s E&A Minutes to prepare for Senate tomorrow
night, some of the confirmations were relatively contentious. It would be best
to review so you have an understanding of the candidates before you hear
them on the floor.

vi. Please let anyone in the PT’s office know if you have any questions and we
would be happy to assist you.

8. Announcements from Non-Committee Members

a. Steven Erched
i. Appointee for comptroller, will be here after the meeting if you’d like to chat.
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9. Old Business

a. Allocations
i. 54-036 (Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia)

1. Speech
a. No show.

2. Questioning
a.

3. Debate
a. Hurrell: we should table until the end of the meeting to see if

he shows up.
4. Vote

a. PPI’d.
ii. 54-043 (Cameron Bechard)

1. Speech
a. Cameron: Hello, I work under the chem ed department,

conference is important for her and her research group, it will
look good for ucf for chem ed, registration has been covered
by her advisor, requesting money for lodging for her 5 night
stay, 217 is current rate for airfare. Requesting a full amount
of 700 because by the time she receives funding the price of
airfare will change.

2. Questioning
a. Hurrell: how much is lodging?
b. Cameron: clarified
c. Wangen: what's your research on?
d. Cameron: chem ed and stem identity, nutrition rates, and

racial diversity in stem
e. Becerra: how will this benefit ucf as a community?
f. Cameron: chem ed is continuing to grow, and focusing on it

will be a big step for the university.
g. Chair: confirm leaving and arriving dates, and lodging and

airfare budgeting in the total cost?
h. Cameron: clarifies
i. Chair: Are you aware of the post funding process?
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j. Cameron: no
k. Wangen: Explains the post funding process and ors.
l. Hurrell: Are we opening it up to 700 funding for her?
m. Wangen: it would be safe, reversion unlikely

3. Debate
a. Hurrell: I suggest we move travel cost to 300
b. Chair: Cameron, are you comfortable with it?
c. Cameron: Yes
d. Chair: updated it
e. Hurrell: it would be beneficial for her to attend, sounds

interesting
f. Becerra: We should change it to 110? Nevermind, this seems

really good for the chem department, they could use the
growth.

4. Vote
a. 7-0-0 approved

iii. 54-044 (Terisa Yiin)
1. Speech

a. Tiresa is going to the   Women in Ophthalmology Summer
Symposium in Montery, California from August 26-28. Tiersa is
interested in a medical specialty that isn’t popular here at
UCF, and hopes this research presentation can match her
into the speciality. Her research is titled “Sclera Thickening as
an Etiology for Optic Disc Edema in Hunter Syndrome.” We
discussed the post funding process, the issues with
transitioning to Workday and the new fiscal year, and possible
changes in quotes.

2. Questioning
a. Hurrell: Is she financially trained?
b. Chair: she is.
c. Becerra: is she familiar with the post funding process?
d. Chair: she was not but I explained it to her.

3. Debate
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a. Hurrell: I think the chair has given her all the knowledge she
needed for the funding process and post funding process. It
sounds really cool and would be beneficial.

4. Vote
a. 7-0-0 approved

iv. 54-047 (Catalina Lopez-Castilla)
1. Speech

a. Catalina: Hello everyone, i've also been doing chem
research, my research is about chemical textbooks, how
much female representation and historical acknowledgments
are mentioned. I’m researching two chem textbooks right
now. Requesting funding for the Biennial Conference on
Chemical Education. First conference, did it earlier online this
year. Going to the international level, it would be a big thing
for her.

2. Questioning
a. Hurrell: 1136 funding but only approved for 500, how will you

get the rest?
b. Catalina: if i'm approved for this there's a separate award i'll

be able to apply for.
c. Wangen: are you undergrad or grad?
d. Catalina: undergrad
e. Chair: your numbers rates don't correlate with the others that

are going to your conference. Is there a reason why?
f. Catalina: i realized i put the wrong numbers on the form from

the table i was given, clarifies and gives correct rates
g. Chair: fixes numbers
h. Hurrell: questions the start and end date, because it's

different from the info given.
i. Catalina: explains when they'll be leaving and arriving.

3. Debate
a. Hurrell: I feel this will be very beneficial for her, it's a great

opportunity because as an undergrad myself I would feel that
it'd be amazing to go on a research trip with grad students.

b. Becerra: Is this 4 nights or 5 nights?
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c. Chair: explains the confusion caused by the quotes not
matching the dates.

d. Becerra: echoes hurrells words
4. Vote

a. 7-0-0 approved
v. 54-050 (Morgan Brackett)

1. Speech
a. Cameron: Catalina representing her, worked with her since

sep 2020, working on the same textbooks together, and also
going to the same conference

b. Catalina: all 3 of us would be spending the same amount on
lodging and hopefully on the same flight, morgan is an
undergrad and this would be a great opportunity for her to
gain perspective from grad students, as well as getting a view
of how much chem ed has to offer.

2. Questioning
a. Chair: you’re not staying in the same room correct?
b. Cameron: no it’ll be separate housing
c. Hurrell: Is she financially trained?
d. Cameron: yes she is
e. Chair: does she understand the post finding process?
f. Cameron: yes
g. Richard: do you know how she will cover the extra costs
h. Catalina: the same way as me

3. Debate
a. Becerra: same as other students, it'll be very beneficial for

her, mtv
4. Vote

a. 7-0-0 approved

10. New Business

a. Allocations
i. 54-051 (Jyoti Kini)
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1. Speech
a. Jyoti: graduate student at a comp division, wants funding to

present research at Montreal, will need money for lodging.
Will fly air canada for her 4 night conference, the venue is in
montreal, conference is about computer engineering

2. Questioning
a. Hurrell: how much is lodging exactly?
b. Jyoti: 742
c. Hurrell: how will you pay for excess
d. Jyoti: my professor is willing to pay excess up to 800
e. Becerra: questions travel dates
f. Jyoti: clarifies
g. Chair: have you submitted for approval from ucf global
h. Jyoti: yes i have
i. Potier: how will this benefit ucf
j. Jyoti: It’s the top conference in the field

3. Debate
a. Becerra: I encourage you all to vote as it represents ucf
b. Hurrell: It's clearly important seeing how much her professor

is willing to pay out, encourages support.
4. Vote

a. 7-0-0 approved
ii. 54-052 (Amanda Sona)

1. Speech
a. Aj: in the chem program, 4th year grad student, research is

on professional development on chem assistants. This will be
the first conference in the past 2 years, explains lodging
costs, travel dates, airfare costs and shuttle costs, give or
take the changing rates. Is unaware of the actual housing
costs including fees. Anticipating 80.02 so is requesting the
full 700.

2. Questioning
a. Chair: did you say you wanted funding for secondary

transportation?
b. Aj: Yes campus has a shuttle route from where we are staying
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c. Chair: we can not pay according to the policy
d. Wangen: checking to make sure travel quotes given were in

line with policy
e. Aj: the travel costs changed again this morning
f. Chair: ok we’ll correct it
g. Potier: can the approved cost
h. Hurrell: concerned about full amount being given, the

reversion rate will be too high, requests an opinion
i. Chair: you can always dispense money on the flights as that's

what the money is meant for.
j. Aj: what happiness if i spend more than 700
k. Chair: you'll have to reimburse the business office.
l. Hurrell: Just wanted to clarify for the individual, the reversion

20% is from the $700 not the $777 so if you don’t use all of it
you will not have to pay the difference.

m. Richard: the accountants prefer the money being reverted for
other people to be able to spend.

n. Wangen: part of policy is for you to bring updated quotes to
the meeting

o. Hurrell: since she didn't submit the new quote is it
considered?

p. Chair: if she sends us the new quote we can update it
q. Becerra: So we want to keep it economical? But if she found

a cheaper flight would there be a reversion issue?
r. Chair: trying to consider if ors will sanction, and also make

sure they don’t get the worst possible situation in paying for
airfare.

3. Debate
a. Wangen: it's not that 500 will result in 40% reversion, if she

uses less than 500 she would get sanctioned
b. Richard: with the new quote wouldn't it end up being a 20%

reversion if given 700?
c. Hurrell: can you clarify
d. Wangen: richard: brings up a good point
e. Aj: can baggage be in the quotes
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f. Chair: no
g. Aj: i have to change it again then
h. Chair: go ahead and send me the updated quote
i. Hurrell: questions the possibility of reversion?
j. Wangen: clarifies
k. Aj: I need to redo a bunch of other quotes, can you give me

some time
l. Hurrell: move to table
m. Tabled.
n. Revisiting:
o. Hurrell: can we motion to amend the travel costs to 300
p. Hurrell: Motions - approved
q. Wangen: - motions to amend lodging cost - approved
r. Aj: I am okay with the changes
s. Hurrell: we just approved the last one so obviously we should

do this
t. Hurrell: questions ors position
u. Chair: clarifies the duties and how wangens currently picking

up the slack for it
v. Wangen: i can explain the position if anyone would like

4. Vote
a. 6-0-0 approved

iii. 54-053 (Lulu Chen)
1. Speech

a. Lulu: Hello, I work in the chemistry center, explains the travel
dates, wants to present their research at the conference, only
has 500, needs money for the hostel, registration, and travel.

2. Questioning
a. Chair: did you say staying at a hostel?
b. Lulu: yes
c. Chair: spedniting policy prohibits that
d. Lulu: if I stay there at a hotel it'll be more expensive and this

hostel was provided on a list given by the conference.
e. Chair: Are you able to provide new quotes?
f. Lulu: confused
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g. Wangen: can we distribute the budget solely on the travel and
registration to maximize the 700 she gets and just get rid of
the lodging part for her funding?

h. Chair: actually vice chair patel noted on the master tracker
that the total approved costs doesn't match the requested
funding. Was your registration cost already covered?

i. Lulu: yes
j. Chair: we cannot do that, can you provide new lodging

quotes?
k. Lulu: yes
l. Recess 4:49
m. Reconvene 4:52
n. Tabled
o. Chair: So it's the new hotel quotes?
p. Lulu: yes i provided but its more expensive, since hostels are

not supported
3. Debate

a. Wangen: wouldn't it make sense to drop lodging costs
completely because if she goes to a hotel she’ll end up
spending way more than if she payed hostel on her own

b. Chair: I was hoping someone brought that up
c. Potier: amend means to change or takeout, so can we amend

the 371 for lodging, so the total cost would be amended
d. Chair: you can make a motion to amend whenever you want
e. Potier: motion to amend
f. Becerra: objects
g. Potier: withdraws
h. Becerra: we should ask the student first
i. Hurrell: explains to student the new proposed amendment
j. Lulu: is ok with that
k. Hurrell: motion to amend - approved
l. Wangen: when is the flight quote from
m. Lulu 3 days ago
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n. Wangen: checked flight prices and if she goes for the current
price right now she'll have way over a 20 percent reversion
rate.

o. Hurrell: can't she buy more expensive flights
p. Wangen: those are already expensive flights.
q. Hurrell: question to lulu, can the flight be changed
r. Lulu: needs those specific flights
s. Wangen: clarifies that there will be reversions based on those

seen prices.
t. Hurrell: questions
u. Chair: it is up to committee
v. Wangen: comfortable with approving but doesn’t want her to

be sanctioned.
w. Becerra: echoes
x. Lulu: needs timing space to afford the ticket so that ticket

prices don’t go up
y. Chair: keep in mind the accountants won't process till late july
z. Hurrell: do you know when exactly in late july
aa. Chair: There's so much ambiguity, told by the Business Office

that not to approve early july
bb. Hurrell: Once you wait that long the prices skyrocket so how

do you guys feel about the estimated money she’ll have to
pay.

cc. Wangen: if we go through this I would not feel comfortable
with going over 600

dd. Hurrell: fine with keeping it at the 513, prices do drastically
change that close to the flight departure date

ee. Richard: where did wangen get the new prices from for flights
ff. Wangen: the same place from lulu got them
gg. Richard: i got a different number
hh. Wangen i put the exact locations and dates in for the quotes
ii. Hurrell: who does the business office do their transactions

with?
jj. Wangen: it's the same on google flights as the main company

website
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kk. Chair: business office usually does it directly with the
company, not a third party site.

ll. Richard: motion to move it to 600
i. Speech

1. Richard: from the research we all did, to be
comfortable with the rising costs we should
move it.

ii. Questioning
1. Wangen: clarifies the numbers on united's

website
iii. Debate

1. None
iv. Vote

1. 4-1-2 approved amendment passes
mm. Hurrell: So we're going to give you more money to

prepare you for extra costs when you're going to pay for the
flights in late july. If the flights end up being cheaper there will
be reversion, are you comfortable with this risk?

nn. Lulu: yes
oo. Wangen: specified or unspecified?
pp. Chair: explains what the accountants wanted from us and

explains their reasoning
qq. Richard: asks to clarify
rr. Chair: clairfies
ss. Hurrell: what is the reasoning we are not keeping specified to

yes
tt. Wangen: explains, that it'll keep it to strictly travel costs
uu. Chair: accountants said they wanted it to be flexible so we’ll

follow through
vv. Potier: so what happens if she doesn’t end up using it all
ww. Chair: it has to be spent on what was approved
xx. Wangen: ors will sanction them if they use the money

incorrectly
yy. Chair: will communicate with ors chair

4. Vote
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a. 3-1-3 approved
iv. 54-054 (Christopher Nix)

1. Speech
a. Chris: hello i am a 5th year grad student with a chem

research group, applying for funds to go to the Biennial
Conference on Chemical Education. Working with
biochemistry professors at ucf using an approach not
commonly used. It's a gateway that may be more beneficial in
the field of teaching for science. Found out that he can apply
for 700 of funding, did the financial training, wants to do 5
nights just so he doesn't have to reimburse 20% or more with
the 700 of funding. Explains the travel dates he wants, is
unaware of how much fees he’ll have to pay and how taxes
work in indiana.

2. Questioning
a. Becerra: So you'll be staying in a hotel?
b. Chris: Basically
c. Becerra: on the form it says lodging 0
d. Chris: originally with the 500 thought wouldn't get money for

lodging, but with the new 700 will use the extra money for
lodging. Will send new updated quotes to the chair

e. Richard: same quotes as the others from the conference so
we can just use that.

f. Hurrell: So wait, it's the same quotes?
g. Chair: clarifies
h. Hurrell: so all we’re waiting on is a new travel quote
i. Chair: if there's a new travel quote then
j. Richard: how will you pay the excess money
k. Chris: Will create a fund or try to pay it himself
l. Hurrell: questions the new travel cost ?
m. Chris: explains it
n. Chair: clarifies with both of them to update the master tracker
o. Chair: clarifies the travel dates

3. Debate
a. Hurrell: can we amend the price for travel
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b. Chair: yes, I’ll also add the quotes provided by amanda into
this allocations folder, does anyone have questions on how
this is working?

c. Wangen: motion for new number on master tracker
d. Hurrell: motion to amend the spelling of conference name in

master tracker
e. Hurrell: we should amend to make it match travel costs also
f. Wangen: agrees, we did the same thing earlier so
g. Hurrell: motions for it
h. Student approves of it

4. Vote
a. 7-0-0 approved

11. Member Discussion

a. Wangen: When I’m saying anything, I am not trying to have a fight, I apologize if it
comes off that way. It’s genuinely me thinking through the whole process. ORS
could have issues, and sanctions can occur.

b. Hurrell: so when we have an issue, can’t we talk it out with them
c. Chair: i’ll talk to chair temple about it

12. Miscellaneous Business

a. Ajay’s Assessment:
i. Podier: Didn’t have any, didn’t want any.
ii. Beccera: They remind me of Maria cookies.
iii. Borges: Didn’t think I’d like them because they’re tea biscuits, but they’re not

British and they’re actually good.
iv. Steven: I expected to hate them, but they were good. Better than some of

the crackers I’ve had before.
v. Wangen: Idk they’re fine, remind me of animal graham crackers but not as

good.
vi. McClellan: I want a vanilla wafer now.
vii. Patel: Has good taste but they weren’t dry enough so I didn’t like them.
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UCF Student Government
CRT Committee Meeting

Charge On Chambers
6/01/2022

4:00 PM

13. Final Roll Call: 7/6

14. Adjournment:  5:47

Key:

P - Present
A - Absent
MTD - Move to Debate
MTV - Move to Vote
MTA- Move to Amend
PP - Postpone
PPI - Postpone Indefinitely
GC - General Consent
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